**NOTE:** Design and letters on the dome may be adjusted to compensate for distortion. Design and copy considerations must be dependent upon style and size of cap to be used.

---

**Ant & Roach Killer**

Kills the following insects on contact: Ants, Cockroaches, Crickets, Scorpions, and Silverfish.

**Kills & Protects**

Quick Kill Foam Spray

**White - Visible Can Substrate - No Print Area**

**Product Name:** Combat Max Ant & Roach Killer Foam Spray 17.5oz (496.1g)

**UPC No.:** 023400058266

**Print supplier:** DS Containers, 1789 Hubbard Ave., Batavia, IL 60510

**MBS Job No./Rev No.:** 08/11/2016

---

**Artwork Notes**

- Changed copy per job brief. Updated to new ink names.

---

**Graphic Number, Variable IDH No.:** CO-7-05826-00, 2135638

**Basic #/Dieline #:** *571684 / VP296516

---

**Substrate:** White